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To create a smooth operativity and full regulatory compliance, IT applications need to share data and 
information in a frictionless, automatic and controlled way. Such an effective way of working can be 
implemented only deploying the proper Data Integration strategy supported by the right integration tool.  
Especially today, when we are experiencing a continuously mutating scenario, flexibility has become the 
only real way to extend IT investments productive life and to ensure adaptability to the different business needs.

PRIMEUR DATA ONE® is Primeur hybrid integration 
platform  able to integrate third-party technologies, 
creating harmonic and secure dataflows. 

Modular, flexible and scalable, PRIMEUR DATA 
ONE® is the result of more than 30 years of expertise 
integrating data for the most important Fortune 
500 companies worldwide. 

Completely based on the Contract Oriented 
Architecture® (COA®), a methodology fully 
developed and owned by Primeur, DATA ONE® 
allows users to easily model, plan, manage and 
control any Data Integration process end-to-
end. It fosters cooperation between Business and 
Technical teams allowing to share a clear vision 
of integration requirements and to configure 
integration flows in a standard and consistent way.

PRIMEUR DATA ONE® can be composed of four different modules, delivering an extremely friendly and 
intuitive user experience. Thanks to this modular approach, organizations can activate just the modules they 
need, to address their specific use cases, and tailor the platform according to their real needs. 

Each module can be deployed as a PRIMEUR DATA ONE® component or as a lean standalone solution able 
to solve specific integration needs.

Smooth operativity needs total flexibility 

PRIMEUR DATA ONE®, built to follow your needs

Build your own platform

YOUR NEXT DATA INTEGRATION PLATFORM

Any modern organization operates using different IT applications, such as CRM, ERP, billing apps, 
logistic apps, and so on. Many of these applications have been deployed over time, in different 
moments, for different needs and often from different providers. This fractioned evolution of the 
IT universe is normal in any organization that needs to answer mutating internal and external 
business requests. However, this phenomenon generates data silos (or data islands), making data 
communication between different applications and business data management problematic - 
sometimes even impossible - paralyzing or making operativity difficult, time-consuming and costly.  



MFT module, it moves data securely across  
multiple protocols and multi-platform systems, 
owning the responsibility and control to deliver 
the file at the right time to the correct recipient.

Dataflow Monitoring module, it provides end-to-
end visibility and control of any MFT dataflows,  
from source to destination, including possible  
transformations and third-party technologies.

GDPR readiness module, it accelerates Data  
Privacy law alignment with high automation,  
Interactive Maps, powerful Data Discovery,   
multi-language support and Data Masking.

Data Transformation module, it provides quick 
and flexible any-to-any data transformations. It 
is designed to work perfectly with DATA MOVER® 
complementing and boosting its capabilities.

YOUR NEXT DATA INTEGRATION PLATFORM

Benefits

Four modules, endless capabilities

Acceleration of the integration process

Cloud, distributed environments and Mainframes  

Operative platform for all integrators

Easy clustering and true scalability

Modern and intuitive user experience

Prior knowledge of how data moves

Alignment with the highest security standards

Decoupling data producers and data consumers

Event-driven architecture

Asynchronous operations

Coordinate in-place integration tools 

Up to 50% less time

Flexible deployment 

Effective cooperation between different roles

Better evolution and planning 

Fast and collaborative partner on-boarding

Quick isolation and anticipation of problems

Secure management of data traffic

Complete independence of applications

Simple maintenance of integration processes 

Eliminate risks related to delivery time

Preserve previous investments and know-how 

If you arrived to read this, it means you like PRIMEUR DATA ONE®. And if you like it in a flyer, imagine in a live DEMO!
Feel free to contact us at dataone@primeur.com for more information and to schedule your demo.

www.primeur.com

About Primeur

We are a Smart Data Integration Company, with an unconventional philosophy. For more than 30 years we 
have been serving some of the most important Fortune 500 companies with our unconventional approach, 
our problem-solving attitude and our software solutions.

We make Data Integration simple, accessible, secure and sustainable over time.

Our goal is to help Companies to manage and control the data they generate, use and analyze without 
interfering with the existing IT systems and applications.

We help Companies to work better and smoother, preserving their existing systems and IT investments.

The results are better operations, driven by better and faster decisions, delivering a better service with a 
lower investment.

 We Are Primeur.
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